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KOHLER Expands Tier 3 Diesel Marine Generator Lineup
New 32EKOZD/28EFKOZD and 40EKOZD/35EFKOZD models integrate KOHLER diesel engines
KOHLER, Wis. – Kohler, a global leader in power systems, is expanding its lineup of marine
generators with the addition of new 1- and 3-phase models featuring KOHLER Tier 3 diesel
engines. The just-launched
32-40EKOZD/28-35EFKOZD diesel marine
generators integrate new and improved sound
shields to deliver quiet performance on the
water as well as the company’s Decision-Maker
3500 controller (DEC3500), which provides
advanced control, systems monitoring, and
systems diagnostics for optimum performance
and compatibility.

“These new generators help round-out our expanding lineup of Tier 3 models powered by
KOHLER diesel engines,” said Greg Klompenhouwer, senior product manager for KOHLER
marine generators. “Smaller units within this family – launched a couple of years ago – have
proven to be popular among boat builders and pleasure craft owners. So, we anticipate similar
response to these larger models, which offer the same performance-enhancing features and
overall reliability. It’s always rewarding to expand a product line based on widespread demand
and rapid acceptance in the market.”

One of the most highly-regarded features of KOHLER marine generators with the DEC3500
controller is the ability to quickly and easily parallel two or more KOHLER generators with a
single communication wire. The controller’s space-saving design eliminates the need for
oversized switchgear while its built-in load management software removes over-fueling issues
and the need for exhaust treatment systems.
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For additional details about the DEC3500 controller, or the expanding lineup of KOHLER Tier 3
diesel marine generators, please visit www.KohlerPower.com.

A global force in power solutions since 1920, Kohler is committed to leading-edge products and
comprehensive aftermarket support. The company offers a full range of power solutions –
including generators, automatic transfer switches, paralleling switchgear, monitoring controls
and more. KOHLER marine generators are produced in the United States and distributed
globally. The company’s USA, EMEA, Singapore, India, China, Australia and Brazil offices all have
dedicated marine personnel supporting a network of regional distributors.

Founded in 1873, Kohler Co. is one of America’s oldest and largest privately held companies.
With more than 50 manufacturing locations worldwide, Kohler is a global leader in the
manufacture of engines and power systems; kitchen and bath products; premier cabinetry and
tile; and owner/operator of two of the world’s finest five-star hospitality and golf resort
destinations in Kohler and St Andrews, Scotland. For more details, please visit
www.Kohler.com.
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